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Abstract—Experiential Learning (ExL) is an effective way to consolidate 
theoretical knowledge and deepen understandings, and the recommendation of 
ExL resources needs to also take the effect of students’ theoretical learning into 
consideration. However, existing studies generally ignore the stage-by-stage 
assessment of students’ completion of online learning tasks, and the recommen-
dation performance of existing resource recommendation models for ExL is not 
satisfactory enough. Therefore, the recommendation method needs to be inno-
vated, and the interpretability of recommendation results is facing challenges. 
To respond to these issues, this paper studied a new resource recommendation 
method for ExL based on the completion degree of online learning tasks. At 
first, the paper gave the principle of recommending ExL resources based on the 
completion degree of online learning tasks, and built an online learning task 
completion degree prediction model. Then, this paper adopted a bi-directional 
GRU network model based on attention mechanism to analyze the recent online 
learning behavior sequence of students and attain the completion degree of stu-
dents’ short term learning tasks. After that, a knowledge map representing ExL 
resources and the correlation of knowledge attributes was drawn; by combining 
the completion degree of both the short-term and long-term learning tasks, the 
ExL resources suitable for students were recommended to them. At last, experi-
mental results verified the effectiveness of the constructed model.

Keywords—online learning, task completion degree, Experiential Learning 
(ExL), learning resource recommendation

1 Introduction

With the advent of Internet and big data, the sharp increase in data volume and the 
continuous optimization of information collection and sharing methods have resulted 
in the problem of information overload, and online learning platforms have to develop 
learning resource recommendation systems to deal with this problem [1–6]. The learn-
ing resource recommendation systems can analyze students’ learning behavior, mine 
the personalized learning requirements of students based on their completion degree of 
online learning tasks, and help them find learning resources that are suitable for their 
learning level and might attract their interests [7–11].
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Experiential Learning (ExL) is an effective way to consolidate theoretical knowl-
edge and deepen understandings. To assist students to enhance their hands-on ability 
and get good learning effect, the recommendation of ExL resources should be able to 
connect theory with practice and it must take the effect of students’ theoretical learning 
into consideration [12–21]. Therefore, the recommendation method needs to be inno-
vated, and the interpretability of recommendation results is facing challenges.

Zhang et al. [23] pointed out that as smart education is being extensively applied 
in higher education, now the recommendation of personalized learning resources 
has become an important research field of smart learning. The authors proposed a 
Q-LRDP-D (Learning Resource Difficulty Prediction and Dijkstra based on Q matrix) 
algorithm. At first, the learning resources were modeled based on the Q matrix the-
ory, and the students’ learning difficulty was predicted by the long short-term memory 
(LSTM) algorithm of the learning resource difficulty prediction module; then, accord-
ing to the requirements of the teaching units, the knowledge points to be learnt were 
combined for cyclic prediction so as to form a directed path map of learning resources; 
at last, the shortest path algorithm was used to recommend the minimum learning 
resources suitable for students’ learning level to complete the learning tasks. Dien et al. 
[24] constructed a deep matrix decomposition model which is an extension from stan-
dard matrix decomposition, and used it to recommend learning resources based on the 
capabilities and requirements of learners. The authors tested the model on two sets of 
experimental data, one dataset was a college student’s learning results of recommended 
courses, another dataset was the learning resource data of five users; at last, the authors 
gave a few useful suggestions for the learners. In terms of ExL, Zhang and Guan [25] 
researched the assessment background, characteristics, contents, and methods of ExL 
and gave a few application examples. Cardona Zapata and López Ríos [26] introduced 
the potential of a heuristic V diagram designed as a theoretical-methodological tool 
that can increase the potential of data acquisition system in ExL, aiming to solve the 
shortage in teaching resources for experimental scenarios.

After reviewing relevant literatures, we found that field scholars in the world have 
conducted a lot of research on the influence of students’ online learning preferences 
on their learning effect, but there’re differences in the determination of factors affect-
ing students’ completion of online learning tasks, and few of them have given stage-
by-stage assessments on students’ completion degree of online learning tasks, or built 
resource recommendation model for ExL. To fill in this research blank, this paper aims 
to develop a new resource recommendation method for ExL based on the completion 
degree of online learning tasks. In the second chapter, this paper gave the principle 
of recommending ExL resources based on the completion degree of online learning 
tasks, and built an online learning task completion degree prediction model. In the third 
chapter, this paper adopted a bi-directional GRU network model based on attention 
mechanism to analyze the recent online learning behavior sequence of students and 
attain the completion degree of students’ short term learning tasks, and a knowledge 
map representing ExL resources and the correlation of knowledge attributes was drawn. 
In the fourth chapter, the paper combined the completion degree of both the short-term 
and long-term learning tasks, and generated suitable ExL resources for students and 
made recommendations. At last, experimental results verified the effectiveness of the 
constructed model.
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2 Prediction model based on completion degree of online 
learning tasks

Figure 1 shows the principle of recommending learning resources for ExL based on 
online learning. At first, the learning resource recommendation algorithm analyzes the 
target student’s online learning behavior based on texts; then, it calculates the poten-
tial correlation between the target student and the ExL resources, searches for ExL 
resources that fit the student’s completion degree of online learning tasks, and screens 
them; at last, recommendations are made for the target student.

In order to assess students’ completion of online learning tasks stage by stage, this 
paper collected the data of students’ online learning task scores, the number of teaching 
videos watched, the watching frequency of teaching videos, and the average watching 
time of each teaching video. These data can reflect the differences in the knowledge 
structure of students formed by their learning styles and theoretical knowledge review 
states before the learning of ExL resources in the online learning environment.

Fig. 1. Principle of recommending ExL resources based on completion degree  
of online learning tasks

When building the prediction model, at first, this paper assumed that the final scores 
of the online learning tasks reflect the comprehensive completion degree of students for 
the learning tasks of each theoretical learning topic, it can be considered that for stu-
dents with different completion degrees of online learning tasks, their final scores might 
be the same. The formula below gives the full probability formula of the online learn-
ing task completion degree prediction model, which describes the probability of the 
completion degree of primary task constituted by the completion degrees of sub-tasks.
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Assuming: GU represents the probability that a student has completed a certain 
learning task; p represents an online learning unit task; GUp represents the probability 
that the student has fully grasped the learning topic corresponding to task p; ri rep-
resents the quiz sub-task corresponding to task p; n represents the number of quizzes. 
When p represents the task in the class, then it can be considered that GUp is the prob-
ability of the student getting full score in the online learning task.

At this time, the prediction model hadn’t involved the collected data of the online 
learning behavior of students. In this paper, a 5-dimensional vector q was set, and the 
function g about the online learning behavior of students was equivalent to GU(p|ri), 
which satisfies GU(p|ri)=g(U) and its value range is [0,1]; let U=<Us,Um,Ug,Up,Ko>, 
then the expression of function g is:

 g U sigmoid U q( ) ( )� � �  (2)

Combining the above two formulas, we can get the formula for calculating the 
expected completion degree of learning tasks:

 GU GU r sig U qp i ii

n
� � � � �

�� ( ) ( )
1

 (3)

Assuming: ′qi  represents the weight coefficient of learning task topic i; 
Q q q qn� � � ��� ��1 2, ,....  represents the weight coefficients of all learning task topics. Then, Q 
was trained with the minimization of the variance of the difference between GUp and 
′ ′PGUe p as the objective, and the formula below gives the expression of the optimization 

training process:

 min GU GUp p� �
2
 (4)

By combining Formula 1, Formula 2, and the above Formula, we have:

 min GU GU Gp � �
2

 (5)

Assuming: GU=[GU(r1), GU(r2),...GU(rn)], G sig U q sig U q sig U qn� � � ��� ��
�

( ) ( ) ( )· , · ... ·1 2

1
, 

the constraint of the optimization training process is:

 sig U qii

n
( )� � �

�� 1
1

 (6)

As important independent variables for predicting the completion degree of learning 
tasks, the tags of the data collected from four aspects are multidimensional. To increase 
the accuracy of prediction results, after the collected data were pre-processed, this paper 
adopted the multivariate linear regression to fit the prediction model. Assuming: S rep-
resents the total number of visits of the videos of all sub-tasks under a certain learning 
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task topic; M represents the total number of visits of the videos of all sub-tasks under 
the learning task topic within a fixed time period; U represents the average watching 
time of the videos of all sub-tasks under the learning task topic within the fixed time 
period; E represents the average score of all sub-tasks under the learning task topic, 
then the expression of the regression model is:

 GU S M U Pp � � � � � � � � �59 447 0 521 0 635 3 215 6 074. . . . .  (7)

3 Knowledge map of ExL resources

To capture students’ completion degree of recent online learning tasks, this paper 
built a bi-directional GRU network model based on attention mechanism to analyze the 
recent online learning behavior sequence of students and attain the completion degree 
of students’ short term learning tasks. The completion degrees of both the short-term 
and long-term learning tasks were combined to recommend suitable ExL resources 
to students. To enrich the correlation between the ExL resources, this paper plotted a 
knowledge map to show the ExL resources and the correlation between the attributes 
of the knowledge in the ExL resources, and attained the knowledge vector of ExL 
resources that contain the information of the knowledge attributes of ExL resources, at 
last, based on the attained vector, the recommendations were made.

Assuming: V={v1,v2,...} represents the set of students; U={u1,u2,...} represents the 
set of ExL resources, the formula below gives the definition of B={bvu|v∈V,u∈U}, the 
interaction matrix of ExL resources based on students’ implicit feedback:

 b
if ER v u is
otherwisevu �

�
�
�

1
0
, int ( , )
,

   OB
 (8)

If the value of bvu is 1, then it indicates that there is a possibility of clicking, brows-
ing, watching, or other types of interactions between student v and ExL resource u. 
Assuming: triplet (  f,t,r) represents the entity-relation tuple in knowledge map H; σ 
and T are the set of entities and the set of relations in H. In this paper, the purpose of 
establishing the ExL resource recommendation model is to predict the possibility of 
potential interactions between student v and the unknown ExL resource u. Assuming: 
′bvu represents the probability that student v would visit ExL resource u, Ψ represents 

the relevant function parameter, then the prediction function can be represented by 
� �b G v uvu ( , ; )� .

The completion degree of online learning tasks is often affected by short-term fac-
tors. To improve the recommendation performance, the ExL resource recommendation 
model constructed in this paper not only can fully consider the completion degree of 
short-term online learning tasks, but also can extract the correlations between students, 
ExL resources, and knowledge attributes in the knowledge map through the RippleNet 
algorithm, then it could apply the constructed knowledge map and the extracted cor-
relations to the ExL resource recommendation tasks.
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Assuming: B represents the interaction matrix; the formula below defines the set of 
first l ExL resources recommended by the RippleNet algorithm to student v:

 � �v
l

v
lr f t r H and f l F� � �� � ��| ( , , ) , , ,...,  1 1 2  (9)

Student v’s TupleSet is defined as:

 � �v
l

v
lf t r f t r H and f l F� � �� � ��( , , ) | ( , , ) , , ,...,  1 1 2  (10)

Student v’s RippleSet is defined as:

 O v l p f t r and p f r l Fv v
l� � ��� � �( , , ) | ( , , ) , , , ,...,�  1 2  (11)

Assuming: c represents the dimension of eigenvectors u and f corresponding to the 
ExL resources and the knowledge attributes; for resource u and the knowledge attribute 
f corresponding to u in the knowledge map, at first, a cross matrix D ∈Rc×c was built as:

 D uf
u f u f

u f u f

T

c

c c c

� �
�

�

�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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1 1 1

1



 



 (12)

Figure 2 gives a diagram showing the cross-compressed units. Assuming: q ∈Rc rep-
resents the weight of the cross-compressed unit; τ ∈Rc represents the bias parameter, 
then the formula below gives the expression of the output of the cross-compressed unit:

 
u Dq D q uf q fu q
f Dq D q uf q
out

UU T FU U T UU T FU U

out
UF T FF F T

� � � � � �

� � � �

� �

� UUF T FF Ffu q� ��
 (13)

Fig. 2. Diagram of cross-compressed unit

By adjusting parameters q and τ, the two steps of the semantic matching of knowl-
edge attributes in the knowledge map and the recommending of ExL resources could 
be completed at the same time. At first, this paper processed (  f  ), (t), and (r) via the 
deep semantic matching mechanism, then f and t were spliced, and the dimension 
was reduced to c to attain the predicted r, denoted as ṙ; assuming DDu represents 
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the cross-compressed unit, DGJ represents the multilayer perceptron and it satisfies 
DGJ(a)=ε(Qa+τ), then there are:

 f DD u f fu= ( , )[ ]  (14)

 r DGJ r= ( )  (15)

 r DGJ DGJ
f
t

�
�

�
�
�

�
�

�

�
��

�

�
��

�

�
��

�

�
��  (16)

Assuming: ε represents the nonlinear activation function the sigmoid function; at 
last, the similarity function glh was used to evaluate the prediction results:

 SIM r r g r r r rlh
T( , ) ( , ) ( )  � � ��  (17)

4 ExL resource recommendation model

In the ExL resource recommendation module, the students’ completion degree of 
short-term learning tasks in the recent online learning behavior sequence was learnt 
based on the cyclic neural network, the attention mechanism was introduced into the 
bi-directional cyclic neural network to optimize the ability of the network model to 
learn the completion degree of short-term learning tasks, and the structure of the model 
is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Bi-directional cyclic neural network with attention mechanism introduced

Inputs of the ExL resource recommendation model were the first m learnt ExL 
resource sequences in the recent online learning behavior sequences, denoted as um

LR; 
assuming: ar represents the input vector of the r-th time step; fr–1 represents the informa-
tion of the previous time step r–1; Z and V represent parameter matrixes; then when the 
time step is r, the calculation formulas of the update door and reset door are:
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 c Q a V fr
c
r

c
r� � �� ( )1  (18)

 s Q a V fr
s
r

s
r� � �� ( )1  (19)

Assuming: ⊗ represents the Hadamard product; fr–1 represents the hidden layer of 
the previous moment; then the calculation formulas of ḟr (the hidden layout output of 
the cyclic neural network at the current moment) and fr (the final output of the hidden 
layer) are:

 f Q a V f ar
f
r

f
r r� � ��tanh( ( ))1  (20)

 f c f c fr r r r r� � � � ��( )1 1
  (21)

For the final output fr, the amount of information that needs to be forgotten by fr–1, 
and the amount of ḟr that needs to be added were both controlled by cr. Assuming: F* 
represents the hidden layer output of the cyclic neural network; qT represents the param-
eter matrix; s represents the cyclic neural network with weight taken into consideration; 
then the formula below gives the expression of the introduced attention mechanism:

 � � �soft q FTmax tanh( ( ))  (22)

 s F T� ��  (23)

After that, through the multilayer perceptron, the completion degree of short-term 
learning tasks with weight taken into consideration was attained, and the process of 
attaining the completion degree could be written in a simple form as:

 FR DGJ uLR
m= ( )  (24)

Because the inputs of the ExL resource recommendation model constructed in this 
paper were eigenvectors v and u that describe the student and the ExL resource and 
the sequence um

LR of ExL resources that recently learnt by the student, if the eigen-
vector of student v is known, then the eigenvector of student v* after subjected to 
cross-compression and processed by the multilayer perceptron is:

 v DD v f vdd v= ( , )[ ]  (25)

 v DGJ DGJ DGJ vdd
� � ( ( ( )))  (26)

Similarly, the processed u* could be attained through the following steps:

 u DD u f udd u= ( , )[ ]  (27)

 u DGJ DGJ DGJ udd
� � ( ( ( )))  (28)
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Assuming: μ1 represents the weight of the completion degree of short-term learning 
tasks; FR(um

LR) represents the student’s completion degree of short-term learning tasks, 
then the following formula gives the comprehensive recommendation of ExL resources:

 b v u FR u uvu
T

LR
m T� � � � �� � �( ) ( )1 1 1� �  (29)

Assuming: ψ represents the cross-entropy loss function; WQTO represents the loss 
value of the ExL resource recommendation model; WQLHv and WQLHu represent the 
loss values of the fitting degree of the “student – relation – ExL resource knowledge 
attribute” triple and the “ExL resource – relation – ExL resource knowledge attribute” 
triple; ||Q||2

2 represents the regularization term; μ2 represents the coefficient of the regu-
larization term, then the loss function of the constructed recommended model is:

 2

2 2
, ( , , ) ( , , )

ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
v uTO TO LH

vu vu v u
v V u U f t r H f t r H

WQ WQ WQ WQ

b b SI r r SI r r Qψ µ
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

= + +

= + + +∑ ∑ ∑  (30)

5 Experimental results and analysis

Figure 4 shows the fitting results of four types of data: the score of online learn-
ing tasks, the number of watched teaching videos, the watching frequency of teaching 
videos, and the average watching time of teaching videos. The results showed that the 
effect of the model designed in this paper is significant. Next, comparative experiment 
was designed to compare the performance of the logistic regression model and the 
model proposed in this paper in predicting the completion degree of online learning 
tasks. Table 1 lists the prediction accuracy of different models. The fitting degree and 
prediction accuracy of the proposed model are both higher, indicating that it is feasible 
to predict the students’ completion of online learning tasks based on the four types of 
data mentioned above. This is because after a student has finished all online learning 
tasks, the prediction of his/her completion degree of online learning tasks depends on 
the differentiated online learning behavior of the student. That is to say, the summative 
assessment and prediction of the completion degree of online learning tasks wouldn’t 
affect the learning process of this student.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Fitting effect of each type of collected data

Table 1. Prediction accuracy of different models

Training Accuracy Prediction Accuracy

Avg s.d. Avg s.d.

The proposed model 0.528 0.069 0.536 0.058

Logistic regression model 0.41 0.47 0.43 0.041
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Table 2. Model prediction accuracy for different learning topics

Learning Topic Model Accuracy

Logistic Regression Model The Proposed Model

Topic1 0.48 0.56

Topic2 0.49 0.59

Topic3 0.43 0.57

Topic4 0.47 0.59

Topic5 0.41 0.57

Topic6 0.49 0.63

Table 3. Experimental results of different models in recommending ExL resources

Model
Dataset 1 Dataset 2

AUC ACC AUC ACC

SVD++ 0.8152 0.8032 0.625 0.7152

CNN+K-Means 0.8695 0.8159 0.6392 0.7485

CNN+FP Tree 0.8325 0.8362 0.6147 0.7362

GBDT 0.8471 0.8171 0.6853 0.7481

LDA 0.8269 0.8629 0.6295 0.7596

The proposed model 0.8326 0.8361 0.6847 0.7158

Table 2 shows the model prediction accuracy for different learning topics. Based on 
the 4 types of data collected after the student finished the learning tasks of Topic 3, the 
proposed model attained a prediction rate close to 60%, while the prediction rate of the 
logistic regression model was lower than 50%; when the student began the learning 
tasks of Topic 4, the prediction rate of the completion degree of the proposed model 
far exceeded that of the logistic regression model, in other words, regardless of the 
collected data is all or part of the learning behavior data, the proposed model can attain 
better prediction effect of the completion degree of online learning tasks, and this makes 
it possible for the ExL resource recommendation system to predict students’ basic level 
of theoretical learning in advance and provide corresponding intervention measures.

Table 3 gives the experimental results of different models in recommending ExL 
resources. Specifically, the results include the recommendation AUC and accuracy of 
different models attained in the same experimental environment on the training set. These 
models are: SVD++ (reference algorithm 1), CNN+K-Means (reference algorithm 2), 
CNN+FP Tree (reference algorithm 3), GBDT (reference algorithm 4), LDA (reference 
algorithm 5), and the proposed algorithm. According to the table, compared with other 
recommendation algorithms, the proposed model attained the best results in terms of 
both performance indicators. On dataset 1 (for science and engineering students), com-
pared with other models, the proposed model showed a 1.75% improvement in terms 
of AUC, and a 1.18% improvement in terms of accuracy. On dataset 2 (for liberal arts 
students), compared with other models, the proposed model obtained a 1.92% improve-
ment in AUC and a 1.31% improvement in accuracy, indicating that the introduction 
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of knowledge map can improve the recommendation performance of the ExL resource 
recommendation model, and this has proved the superiority of the proposed model.

Fig. 5. Accuracy of different models in recommending ExL resources

Fig. 6. Recall rate of different models in recommending ExL resources
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After experiment, the accuracy and recall rate of different models in recommending 
ExL resources are shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from the figure, compared with 
other recommendation models, the proposed model showed great improvements in both 
indicators, wherein when the list resource quantity is 10, the improvement in accuracy 
of the proposed model is 10.5% compared with other models, and the improvement 
in recall rate is 7.8%, which has further proved the superiority of proposed model in 
recommending ExL resources.

6 Conclusion

This paper studied a ExL resource recommendation method based on the comple-
tion degree of online learning tasks. In the beginning, this paper gave the principle of 
recommending ExL resources based on the completion degree of online learning tasks, 
and built an online learning task completion degree prediction model. Then, the paper 
adopted a bi-directional GRU network model based on attention mechanism to analyze 
the recent online learning behavior sequence of students and attained the completion 
degree of students’ short term learning tasks, and a knowledge map representing ExL 
resources and the correlation of knowledge attributes was drawn. After that, this paper 
combined the completion degrees of both the short-term and long-term learning tasks, 
and generated suitable ExL resources for students and made recommendations. In the 
experimental part, the fitting results of four types of data (including the score of online 
learning tasks, the number of watched teaching videos, the watching frequency of 
teaching videos, and the average watching time of teaching videos) were given, which 
verified that the effect of the model designed in this paper is significant. Then, the 
results of the accuracy of different models verified that the fitting degree and prediction 
accuracy of the proposed model are both higher; and the results of the model prediction 
accuracy for different learning topics verified that regardless of the collected data is all 
or part of the learning behavior data, the proposed model can attain better prediction 
effect of the completion degree of online learning tasks. Next, the experimental results, 
accuracy, and recall rate of different models in recommending ExL resources were 
given, which verified that the introduction of knowledge map can improve the recom-
mendation performance of the ExL resource recommendation model, and this had also 
proved the superiority of the proposed model.
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